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By Scott Keimig

Do you damp or dampen before ironing?
Last month we discussed suspension
preload, its importance to safety and
handling, and using static sag to check
preload setting. Several readers found
their shock preload to be amiss, but were
able to reset it to a suitable setting. Others found their spring winding too soft to
be accommodated by adjustment, necessitating a firmer spring. More people reported excessive sag on the front suspension and, of those, many discovered their
forks lack preload adjusters. I feel their
pain. My F 800 R has no fork preload
adjuster; similarly, it does not have any
damping adjusters on the fork.
Damping — that brings us to where we
left off last month. The word “damping”
refers to the function of a fluid (oil) flowing through a restriction to restrain the
velocity of suspension travel. In contrast,
the word “dampening” refers to the use
of a fluid (typically water, but beer works
equally well) to render an object wet. This
discussion is limited to the first term.

In suspensions, there are two forms of
damping in play: compression damps
upward motion, while rebound damps
downward motion. Without damping
forces, a suspension is interchangeable
with a pogo stick (remember those?) —
often airborne and not very comfortable.
That’s not what we require on our bikes!
What we do want is traction (as much
as we can get, please) and plushness
(but not so much that we diminish both
traction and feel of control). Appropriate
damping settings incorporate traction
with comfort. Specifically, decreasing rebound damping will cause a compressed
suspension to rebound faster, and the
ride will feel plush. Alternatively, increasing rebound damping leads to ride harshness. Beware — the fix is not as simple as
setting rebound for a cushy ride, since
available traction will diminish with too
little rebound damping, and (here’s the
kicker) traction also decreases with too
much rebound damping! Your aim is for

that transitional area that delivers high
traction and comfort.
But is your damping set at an appropriate transition? This can be observed by a
simple bounce test of the suspension (the
same technique your dad showed you for
the $800 Camaro with 140,000 miles
you bought in high school). For a bike, this
test is done off the stands with no rider
and with a buddy holding the bike upright
while you conduct the push test. Both
front and rear are tested. What you’re
looking for is a push test showing a decelerated upward stroke which settles to
free sag after one teeny oscillation. What
you don’t want are multiple oscillations
(inadequate rebound) or zero oscillations
(excessive rebound) after the top stroke.
Those of you (like me) having a bike with
no damper controls on the forks, and who
want to adjust rebound, can substitute a
different viscosity oil than currently used.
Continued on page 18.

TOM McGRATH’S
MOTORCYCLE LAW GROUP

Dedicated to protecting the rights of injured motorcyclists. We ride so we understand.
If you’ve been injured through no fault of your own, call the Motorcycle Law Group.
SM

1-800-321-8968

www.MotorcycleLawGroup.com

Licensed in Virginia, West Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, and Tennessee.

®
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SQUARE ROUTE RALLY WRAPUP

|

Great fun was had by all at the Square Route
The numbers
104 pre-registered attendees
(including one child)
70 walk-in registrations
9 day passes
65 BMWBMW members attended
While the final financial reports
aren’t in yet, it looks like we came
pretty close to breaking even this
year, which was the Board’s goal!
Come to the July club meeting to
hear the final financial report on
the rally.
Taking it easy is hard work! Leigh Duffy, Kurtis Minder, Michael Potter and Taylor Larimore discuss the
finer points of rally camping.

Plan now to join us next
year at the 41st Annual
Square Route Rally!

Whether you’re attending the Square Route Rally
for the first time or this was your 40th trip to
Camp West-Mar, there are always things to see,
places to ride, food to eat, beer to drink, and
people to talk to.
The Square Route Rally is a great opportunity to try to sell that bike you’ve been trying to
move, as one club member shows here. Photos by Wes Fleming.
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Leigh Duffy took this photo of her Triumph Tiger and Kurtis Minder’s R 1200 GS during the Square Route Rally’s semi-traditional GS ride.

No credit checks
No surcharge for violations
No penalty for minor accidents
no hassle customer service

Nothing but
low COST insurance
for RIDERS BY RIDERS

Let us prove it. get a quote today!
Visit Rider.com/savings
or call 1(800)595-6393
Available in Delaware, Indiana, Maryland, Michigan,
New Jersey, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Virginia and West Virginia
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ROAD TEST

|

By Wes Fleming

|

Photos by Chase Hinderstein

Zero: motorcycles of the (electric) future
There are many things motorcycle riders experience as they
roll down the road. The so-called “wind in your hair” feeling, of
course, which in our case is more like the wind around our helmet. The bike vibrates beneath you, a live beast that breathes,
snarls, and spits in reaction to our input. The throttle cables
push and pull. We hear the intake, the exhaust, the variety of
sounds that emanate from the engine, transmission and drive
train.
When you ride a Zero motorcycle, you hear none of that. None
of it at all.
You can hear the wind — all of it. You can hear the tires rolling
over the road, purring along the pavement. You can hear the
brakes — that is, you can actually hear the pads scraping the
discs as the motorcycle slows. You can hear traffic, birds, conversations in bus shelters, and anything else that penetrates your
helmet and/or earplugs.
Normal motorcycle input and output sounds are gone. It’s
both unsettling and exhilarating at the same time, a truly unique
motorcycling experience. It’s both unusual and awesome that
each bike’s full torque is available throughout its entire speed
range, which gives each ride a raw, visceral feel.
On Friday and Saturday, 16-17 May, Coleman Powersports in
Falls Church, VA hosted a Zero demo event, allowing all comers — with the appropriate license endorsement, naturally — to
ride the Zero bike of their choice. The two Zero employees in
attendance at the event, Glen and Aaron, mentioned that more
people tested Zeros that weekend than at any other event
they’ve held. Another Zero employee, Kelly Francis, confirmed
that over 150 people rode Zeros that weekend.
Zero currently makes four models, all built around its Z-Force
motor: the Streetfighter (S) and its SR variant, the Dual Sport
(DS), and the Stealth Fighter (FX). Variations of these models are
produced for law enforcement and military use as well. Zero motorcycles are charged by plugging them into standard household
outlets.
The limitation of any electric vehicle will always be its range
between charging cycles. Zero claims adding their new-for-2014
2.8 kilowatt-hour (kWh) power tank to a bike’s onboard 8.5,
11.4 or 14.2 kWh power pack can extend a bike’s range up to
171 miles of riding while still providing up to 106 foot-pounds of
torque and a possible top speed of 102 mph. Naturally, how a
rider operates the bike and the driving conditions will affect the
range a rider achieves on a charge.
The accessory CHAdeMO charger recharges the power packs
to full capacity in just 90 minutes. Depending on the size of the
power packs, which range from 2.8 to 14.2 kWh (the latter being the 11.4 kWh pack plus the 2.8 kWh power tank), standard
onboard chargers can take anywhere from two to ten hours to
achieve a full charge.
Zero made several other updates to its 2014 models, including 43mm forks and improved rear shocks across all models.

New body panels on the S and DS improve aerodynamics and
cooling airflow, and they added new projector beam headlights
improve visibility.
The S model, with its sleek, modern and attractive styling,
is the line’s flagship. The SR variant — available only in red — is
simply meant to go faster than the S. While all of the Zeros are
relatively compact compared to a big touring BMW, the S feels
the smallest, which only adds to the sensation of speed as you
twist your wrist.
That, perhaps, is the most unusual aspect of riding a Zero.
These bikes are entirely direct drive — no transmission sits
between engine and rear wheel to sap energy. Unlike many rideby-wire systems (which, no doubt, will improve with time), the
throttle on a Zero has absolutely no hesitation when you crack it
open from idle.
Idle, though, is perhaps an inappropriate term. An electric
motor like this can really only exist in two states: off or on. When
off (as in not pushing the bike forward), there is … well, nothing. No engine vibration, no noise, no sensation of anything.
When you’re ready to go, twist the throttle and pick your feet up.
There’s no clutch, so you just zoom forward. Be careful with that,
though, as most Zero models can go 0–60 in just four seconds.
FOUR SECONDS — with an electric motor!
While that’s sluggish compared to the 2.8 seconds of BMW’s
S 1000 RR, it ties the F 800 R, beats the K 1600 GTL by a halfsecond, and blows the F 650 GS completely out of the water by
about 1.5 seconds.
The thing about the Zero is, though, that it feels much faster
than gas-powered motorcycles. Maybe it’s the lack of noise and
vibration, but cranking a Zero up to 60 mph just feels completely
effortless. It’s a little weird not operating a clutch or shifting, but
riding a Zero is so easy that you soon forget about what you’re
not doing and simply enjoy the ride.
The DS model is the one I rode, and I have to say it was glorious. The DS is fun and fast; it handles like a dream and I could
easily see riding this bike on a daily basis around town. Only the
police version has cases, so you’d have to either add a set of
soft saddlebags or commit to a backpack, but with its reasonable seat height (33.2”) and long-travel suspension (7” front and
rear), the DS is the most comfortable and plushest-riding of the
lineup.
As impressive as the acceleration is — again, the 0-60 time
of 5.2 seconds feels faster than it really is — it’s the brakes and
suspension that really make the DS shine. The 43mm inverted
forks are very well damped — and adjustable for both compression and rebound — giving very little dive under hard braking
and keeping the front wheel firmly planted on the ground under
normal acceleration. The rear shock is fully adjustable, adding a
spring preload adjustment to compression and rebound damping; certainly my considerable bulk stressed the rear shock to its
limit, but it took me in stride, providing a very comfortable ride
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over northern Virginia’s pockmarked, pothole-strewn roads.
The front brake is a two-piston Nissin unit and grabs a single
313mm disc; the rear J-Juan brake has a single piston and
clamps a 240mm disc.
Brake feel is solid and
steady, with almost no
fade, and set up well
enough that feathering
the rear brake makes
low speed maneuvering easy. Tires for the
DS are pretty standard
small dual sport bike
sizes, with 100/90-19
up front and 130/80-17
in back.
The FX is the coolest
looking of the line and
easiest to wheelie, but
it also has the most
limitations of any of the
The S, SR and FX models.
Zero bikes. It’s the tallest of all of them, with a
seat height of 34.7 inches (the S is 31.8”). It’s the slowest, with
its 0–60 time hitting 4.3 seconds. It is the lightest of the line
at 238 lbs., which is a plus, as is the towering 9” of suspension
travel at both ends. The real downside of the FX is its range.
With the smallest of the available power packs — just 2.8

kWh — the FX’s range is a mere 35 miles of city riding. Get it
up to 70 on the highway and the range drops to just 15 miles.
Add in a minimum hour and a half recharge time — and that’s
with the optional
high-speed CHAdeMO
charger — and you’re
looking at 90 minutes
to charge versus 13
minutes of riding. If you
don’t spring for one of
the accessory chargers,
it can take four hours
to recharge the FX’s
tiny power pack.
The other models,
all of which are available with bigger power
packs, take longer
to charge, but they
sport longer ranges.
Commuting to and
from work or school
on an S, SR or DS
would be easy; going to work, out for lunch, then home and an
overnight charge-up in the garage would be a good routine and
keep the power pack topped up. Using the largest power pack
(perhaps even adding the power tank) would easily make any
of these models a good option for a weekend day trip. Doing
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150 miles on Saturday, recharging, and doing 150 miles back
home on Sunday would be easy as well, provided you can keep
the speeds reasonable enough to get the max range out of the
charge.
There’s no doubt that electric motorcycles are going to be
part of the future of riding, and Zero motorcycles are both the
nicest looking and most accessible. Zero’s website is excellent,
their reps are knowledgeable, and the hype surrounding them
is well deserved. They’re not ready for long-distance touring yet,
but that day could be coming sooner than we think.
There’s already a legendary story about one Zero
owner that rode his from
Florida to California, charging anywhere he could find
an outlet along the way.
There’s very little
environmental downside
to owning one of these
bikes, and that should be
a big incentive to the ecominded among us. Zero

estimates that their bikes get the equivalent of 425 miles per
gallon and approximate the cost to recharge the largest-capacity
bikes at under $2 per charge. That low cost of fuel is simply
staggering, nearly inconceivable in a summer that is likely to see
gas prices hit $4 a gallon.
The real hitch to owning a Zero is the buy-in. There’s no way
around it — these bikes are expensive, even if your state offers
tax incentives or rebates for those that buy them. The FX starts
at $9,459 (2.8 kWh) and the others top out at $14,995 (11.4
kWh). The 2.8 kWh power
tank can be added any time
by an authorized dealer and
costs $2,495. All Zeros come
with a 5-year/50,000 mile
warranty on the power pack,
which should put most riders’
minds at ease. Zero claims
the S and DS models should
last for well over 200,000
miles as well.
More information is available on Zero’s website, www.
zeromotorcycles.com.
On 19 June, Harley-Davidson
announced it will be producing a
full-size electric motorcycle.

Above, the very thin belt that transfers power from the motor to the rear wheel.
Below, the author’s sidecar rigs looks on, perhaps a bit lonely.

Charging

CHAdeMO is an abbreviation of
“charge de move” and is an international electric vehicle charging
standard pioneered by Nissan, Mitsubishi, Toyota, Fuji Heavy Industries
and the Tokyo Electric Power Company. There are nearly 3,700 such
charging stations located throughout
Japan, Europe and the USA. Almost
600 stations exist in the US; there
are 18 of them in the greater DC
area between Frederick, MD and
Fredericksburg, VA.
CHAdeMO chargers, generally
located in public locations or at car
dealerships, are high-powered DC
units that can recharge a Zero motorcycle to 95% of its capacity in just
one hour. See the initiative’s website
for more information —
www.chademo.com.
Standard charging for Zeros
can be done with 110- or 220-volt
outlets; Zero recommends that its
quick chargers be connected to a
dedicated circuit.

This CHAdeMO station, located in
Fairfax, VA was not only blocked off by
a gasoline-powered car, but displayed an
error on its screen, indicating that it is
not regularly used. The Brown’s Nissan
employee I spoke with did know exactly
where it was located, though.
Photos by Wes Fleming.

A BMW Bike’s Best Friend:

Skilled Routine Inspection
and Maintenance
If you need a tune-up, Khanh’s
EUBMW Repair Shop will do the
needed work and check out your
bike’s whole system to spot
problems before they happen.

Be ready for the Summer
riding season!

(in the Armature Building)
3025 Colvin St, Alexandria, VA 22314

Phone: (571) 294-2386

Stop in or call for an appointment.

laartist | iStockphoto.com

Khanh’s EUBMW Repair
Shop is at your service in
the Armature Building.

Khanh’s EUBMW Repair Shop
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Photo by Wes Fleming

BIKE OF THE MONTH

|

By Jeff Eaby
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The spirit of ‘76
I obtained this 1976 R90/6 from a friend
in Alabama; he’d stored it in in his body
shop for 10 years. It was covered in industrial dust, had rotten tires, a rusted-out
seat, a leaky battery, and a fuel system
clogged with molasses-like gunk. The
steering head and swing arm bearings
were frozen and there were signs of numerous oil leaks. Decay destroyed all the
cables and rubber parts.
I performed a complete teardown with
the exception of the engine and transmission, which only had 36,000 miles
on them. My friend told me, “it ran great
when it was retired.”
I had the frame, tail piece, swing arm
and battery box powder-coated, had the
wheel spokes and all other painted parts
painted with a different style and color
to suit another friend that decided he
wanted the bike and was willing to finance
the operation (bless his 10K heart).

Photos on this page by Jeff Eaby.

I installed a new electronic ignition and
voltage regulator, clutch disc, starter, rear
shocks, steering damper, battery, valve
covers, Corbin seat, mirrors, and side covers, but kept all the other parts original.
I built a custom set of bar-backs and a
kickstand extension to fit the new owner.
I replaced all the exposed screws/nuts/
bolts/washers with a stainless kit and
rebuilt the Bing carbs. When I rebuilt the
front forks, I discovered that some of the
internal parts had turned to mush. The
instrument panel needed major rebuild
as the internals were stripped, dirty, and
worn out, with the tach bouncing out of
control.
In the course of reconstruction, every
piece of rubber, gasket, seal, cable, and
bearing (with the exception of internal tranny, rear drive, and engine) got
replaced. Every module needed some

degree of repair, leading me to replace
the ignition key and left handlebar control
module, rebuild the front caliper and add
stainless brake lines. I also needed to
build a few custom tools deal with this
particular style of swing arm, steering
head and fork configuration. Having a
press, parts bath, industrial heat gun,
torch, and every sized socket imaginable
for seating seals and bearings was critical
to the process.
I should have pulled the cylinders in
the beginning, as I found corrosion in
the left bore that required reboring and
oversized pistons, as well as replacing the
leaky pushrod seals, which I did after I
thought the project was finished. The bike
now runs great — it’s like riding 40 years
in the past. My only regret is that I have to
hand it over to my buddy!
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Photos on these pages by Wes Fleming.
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TECH
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By George Mangicaro

Shocking!
Regular readers of this occasional column will see the following
is a bit out of character.
As most of you know by now, BMW has issued a recall of
certain R 1200 RTs. This has caused an uproar the likes seldom
seen before. BMW’s rollout of the recall was handled about as
well as the as the affordable heath care website. People were
told to call BMW North America, but could not get through or
were put on hold for hours. For those that did get through, they
were told what they already knew: “Don’t ride the bike until further notice.”
The dissemination of information was shameful. Beyond that,
I fail to see what everyone is so upset about. I understand that it
is summer and prime riding season. I know people who were on
the road hundreds of miles from home and forced to find alternative transportation. I get it. A lot of people will have to cancel
trips. If I was forced to walk past my expensive new bike in the
garage knowing I could not ride it, I would not be happy either.
This is not a good situation from anyone’s standpoint. BMW
viewed the problem as very dangerous and tried to get ahead
of it.
Even as poorly as the flow of information was, it is much
better than with previous issues. In the past BMW has taken a
stance that would make GM proud. They would either deny the
problem existed or blame it on everything from the operator (R
1100 surge) to bad US gas (fuel strips). My personal favorite
was when they blamed exposure to sunlight and rain for the dis-

coloration of F 650 fuel tanks.
This recall will be the last straw for a lot of BMW owners.
If they had an Oilhead with chronic final drive issues, then a
Hexhead that used fuel strips faster than fuel (BMW has finally
stepped up on this issue), now they have a Wethead that is
grounded until further notice. I understand the “I’m buying a
Honda” sentiment. To them I say go for it — but you will be back.
I have had several customers stray from BMW; some are happy,
most are not. BMW makes some of the best bikes in production today. Granted, they have some seemingly unexplainable
and sometimes unacceptable issues. Like most manufacturers,
BMW will take what is tried and true and replace it with something that is not as good. On the surface, this seems foolish, but
it is how progress is made.
The part in question this time is the rear shock. To call it a
shock is not quite adequate. It is an amazing piece of technology
performing at a level that most riders are incapable of perceiving. Some would argue (myself included) that it is unnecessary
to have a shock you can adjust by pushing a button. That argument is not worth making. The technology is here and BMW will
keep putting it on bikes until one of two things happen; they will
either develop a better shock (anyone interested in a maglev
shock?) or customers will stop buying them.
As of the time of writing this BMW has released a compensation schedule for affected owners. We will have to wait and see if
it is enough.
George owns
Beemers Uber
Alles, an
independent
BMW repair
shop in
Manassas, VA.

Uncredited
graphic culled
from the
Internet.

RECYCLED NEWS

|

By Wes Fleming; sourced from BMW press releases
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BMW says STOP RIDING your 2014 R 1200 RT!
On 6 June, BMW Motorrad issued a bulletin to all dealers and owners of 2014 R
1200 RTs fitted with Dynamic ESA (DESA)
alerting them to a potentially serious
defect in the rear shock, a defect so bad
that they recommended owners stop riding these motorcycles immediately. The
recall affects about 800 motorcycles in
the US and about another 500 in the UK.
The defect is that the piston rod in
DESA-equipped rear shocks could fail;
such a failure could result in the rider
losing control of the motorcycle, causing a
crash resulting in serious injury or death.
BMW says no injuries have been reported
due to this possible failure.
If you own a 2014 R 1200 RT, you
should contact a BMW dealer as soon
as possible to confirm whether or not
your motorcycle is affected by this bulletin. You can also contact BMW Customer Relations and Services by phone

(800.525.7417) or email (CustomerService@bmwmotorcycles.com).
BMW is reportedly offering a variety of
solutions to this no-ride order, including a
one-time cash payment of $2,500 after
the repair is completed later this summer; a loaner bike to use until the repair
is completed plus $1,000 towards riding
gear, accessories, or BMWFS payments;
a full refund of the purchase price plus
$1,000 if the rider wants to buy a different BMW motorcycle; or a straight-up
repurchase of the affected motorcycle.
This kind of “do not ride” recall is not
without precedence; in October 2013,
Harley-Davidson issued a “do not ride”
order that covered over 29,000 motorcycles built between May and OCtober of
that year. Additionally, H-D dealers were
ordered to stop delivering the affected
Electra Glide Ultra Classic (FLHTCU), Electra Glide Ultra Limited (FLHTK), Electra

Glide Police (FLHTP), Touring Street Glide
(FLHX), Street Glide Special (FLHXS), CVO
Limited (FLHTKSE), CVO Road King (FLHRSE), Tri-Glide Ultra Trike (FLHTCUTG),
CVO Breakout (FXSBSE) and CVO Deluxe
(FLSTNSE) models. That recall involved
a very serious issue with the hydraulic
clutch; the clutch system contained a
fault that prevented some clutches from
disengaging properly, which could be
dangerous at any speed.
As with the current BMW recall, HarleyDavidson did this as a voluntary recall,
which means the National Highway Transportation Safety Administration is not
involved. Harley instituted a program of
picking up the affected bikes and repairing them at no charge to the rider; it took
several months to notify all owners and
repair the motorcycles.
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Story and photos by Michael Potter

TechShop comes to Arlington

Every motorcyclist has that moment, call it a nearepiphany, when they say, “I think I could fix this, improve this, build this myself… I just don’t know where
to start.” That moment might be in the midst of a frustrating late night in the garage, during a conversation
about the next bike project over a beer with friends, or
while perusing the new Touratech catalog. The desire
we feel in those moments — to be thrifty, self-reliant
and expressive — is at the core of the growing “Maker”
movement spreading across the country. This grassroots movement is empowering people, young and old,
to harness industrial technology to create things that
serve as functional solutions and artistic expressions.
The arrival of TechShop in Arlington allows Washington, DC area dreamers to take on projects that, until
now, have been reserved for high-priced professionals.
TechShop is a membership-based workshop designed
to make tools generally reserved for paid professionals available to do-it-yourselfers, artists, and aspiring
inventors. Born in Silicon Valley, TechShop now has
locations across the country, including Detroit, Austin
and Pittsburgh. TechShop’s new location in Crystal
City hosts an impressive variety of workspaces to suit
pursuits from bicycle repair to textile design to metal
fabrication.
TechShop makes computer workstations loaded
with pricey design software like Autodesk available to
members. In addition, it provides the latest technology
to turn those designs into reality: 3D printers, laser
cutters and injection molding equipment. A fabrics
workshop allows members access to design software,
electronic embroidery machines, industrial sewing
equipment and a T-shirt press. A full wood shop gives
members access to a table saw, band saw, lathe, a
drill press, sanding equipment and a computercontrolled (CNC) wood router.

For those interested in working with metal, TechShop offers a wide variety of sheet metal, welding and
machining tools including a metal lathe, a CNC metal
milling machine, TIG, MIG, and spot welders, and an
enormous WaterJet machine, which uses high pressure water to cut, abrade and form metal.
For a motorcycle enthusiast, one of the most exciting offerings is a surface and finishing area, which features a paint shop — and more importantly, an electrostatic powder-coating station. This equipment can take
you a long way on many bike projects. The Arlington
TechShop does not yet offer an automotive service bay
or a motorcycle lift.
In the interest of member safety, TechShop requires
safety certifications as a prerequisite to using many
of their machines. While many might feel right at
home using this complex machinery, TechShop strives
to make the technology accessible to all, and offers
hundreds of classes and workshops to teach members
how to safely and effectively use their equipment.
Additionally, “Dream Consultants” are on staff
during operating hours to help members find the right
tools for the job they have in mind. TechShop provides
basic supplies and materials for most projects, and
permits users to bring their own specialized tools and
supplies in to work on their projects.
Memberships range from $125 to $175 per month,
depending on the length of commitment, with additional charges for classes and workshops. Through
a partnership with the US Department of Veterans
Affairs Center for Innovation (VACI) and the Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), a limited
number of discounted memberships are available for
veterans.
To learn more, visit http://www.techshop.ws/
arlington.html or call (703) 302-8780.
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EVENTS CALENDAR

Sun 13 Jul: BoD (10), GM (11) meetings
& Swap Meet (12) at Beemers Uber Alles,
Manassas VA

04-05 Oct: Oktoberfest at Camp West-Mar
Sun BoD (09.30) & GM (10) meetings

Sat 09 Aug: BoD (10) & GM (11) meetings at
Bob’s BMW, Jessup MD
Sept (date to be confirmed):
Annual club picnic, location TBD

Sat 08 Nov: BoD (10) & GM (11) meetings at
Morton’s BMW, Fredericksburg VA
Sun 14 Dec: BoD (10), GM (11) meetings &
Tech Day (12) at Battley Cycles, Gaithersburg
MD

BREAKFAST RIDES
Breakfast rides are informal gatherings of members who meet for
breakfast and often a ride afterwards. Not all members participate
in the after-meal rides and some
like to show up solely for the ride.
Interested? Arrive early, introduce
yourself and be ready to have fun.
Look for the tables with helmets
and jackets piled on or near them
and don’t be shy.
If you’d like more information,
or to volunteer to lead a ride one
weekend, contact Ed Phelps at
rides@bmwbmw.org.

|

New Sweden BMW Riders’
32nd Annual Last Chance
Rally
26-28 Sept 2014, Buena Vista Campground in Buena, NJ. Shaded campsites
included in rally fee ($50 pre/$58 gate).
Cabins available at extra cost. Friday night
chili dinner and all you can eat nachos.
Saturday dinner banquet. Lots of door
prizes. Field events. GS ride. Local attractions include NJ Motorsport Park, casinos
and wineries. For more info, see
www.lastchancerally.com.

|

You can find out more by perusing the “Rides to Eat” section of the BMWBMW online forums.
1st Sunday at 8
3rd Sunday at 10
4th Sunday at 8.30
BALTIMORE BREAKFAST RIDE MARYLAND BREAKFAST RIDE VIRGINIA BREAKFAST RIDE
GOLDEN CORRAL
7908 Rossville Boulevard,
Baltimore, MD 21236. To have
a reminder email sent to you
the week before the breakfast,
send your email address to
Jim Pellenbarg, jpellenbarg@
juno.com.

CLASSIFIED AD

THE COZY HAS CLOSED
We’re currently searching for
a new regular breakfast spot.
Join us on the forums to make
your suggestions and discover
our alternate plans in the
meantime.

THE MAIN STREET PUB
7140 Main Street, Clifton, VA
20124. Park across the street
by the rail car or behind the
pub. Walk through the convenience store to the restaurant
in the back. The ride to the
pub requires a nice stretch of
twisty back roads.

|

2004 R 1150 RT
Titan Grey Metallic with 74.5k miles. New front tire, front brake pads, oil and filter
change, valve adjustment, throttle sync and alternator service in the last 1k miles. Sale
includes brand new Michelin Pilot Road 3 rear tire (current tire has about 5k left on it).
Many extras, including Skene Design P3 lights, Givi V46 top case (incl. back rest and
brake light), side cases coated with Line-X, ZTech Vstream touring windscreen, Sargent
seats, Bob’s bar risers and wrist rest, Motolights, police LED brake light, valve cover
guards, flip-out JPegs, Zumo 660, Misgel GPS mount. Asking $6,500. Call or email
Robin, refranzel@gmail.com, 703-963-5670.

Damp or
dampen?
Continued from page 3.

Be aware that fork oil thins
out with mileage, thus
exhausted oil can contribute to inadequate rebound
damping in a conventional
fork (note, the forks of Telelever bikes contain oil, but
it plays no role in damping).
The above is quite
an oversimplification of
rebound damping, and we
haven’t started our conversation of compression
damping. For those interested in an in-depth look at
bike suspensions, I highly
recommend reading Thede
and Park’s “Motorcycle
Suspension Bible” or visiting reputable motorcycle
suspension websites.

Membership application/renewal form.
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Please check appropriate selections:

Sign up or renew
online with PayPal at
www.bmwbmw.org

o NEW MEMBER					o RENEWAL					o CHANGE OF ADDRESS
NAME

MOTORCYCLES
(year, make, model)

Associate
STREET 																		BMW MOA #

Referred to BMWBMW by

CITY, STATE, ZIP																 BMW RA #
OCCUPATION																			AMA #
PHONE (c) (h) (w)
E-MAIL
AGE GROUP
o 16–25					 o 46–55
o 26–35					 o 56–65
o 36–45					 o 65+

I’m interested in helping out with
the following committees:
o Gov’t Affairs				 o Rally
o Internet						o Rides
o Meetings & Events		 o Safety
o Membership				o Sales
o Newsletter/BTS			 o Tech

MEMBERSHIP DUES
Regular Member: $20/year				 Associate Member: $7.50/year
Dues may be paid for 1, 2 or 3 years. Associate members must reside at the same address as the regular
member. Associate members have all the privileges of regular members but do not receive a separate
copy of the newsletter. Make check payable to “BMWBMW” and send it with this form to: Joel Gladding,
Membership Chair, 12 Teasdale Ct., Potomac Falls, VA 20165-6242. Membership dues are not refundable.

Bob’s has what
you want!

80S,e0rv0ed0!

Over

Fortunately,
we also have
what you need.
Every Saturday morning since 1982, Bob’s has
proudly served donuts to our customers. FREE!
So go ahead, grab a cuppa’ hot coffee and a donut or
two (while they last). No judgment. No fat shaming here.
We’re not checking out your waistline—unless it’s to get you properly fitted in some new riding gear. We do sell
riding apparel here, by the way. Or, say, you need a stiffer suspension for your bike. We’ve got that too! Yes, it’s
our mission to help you feel comfortable hanging out at Bob’s—to be a big asset to a growing community.

Because the bigger our family of BMW riders gets, the better!

bobsbmw.com

10720 Guilford Road • Jessup, Maryland

301-497-8949 • 888-269-2627

SAVE

the DATE!

BMWBMW

CLUB

MEETINGth

at Bob’s! Saturday,

AUG 9
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SQUARE ROUTE RALLY WRAPUP

|

By Scott Keimig, BMWBMW President

Thanks to the volunteers!

Speaking for the 180 rally attendees, I’d
like to thank everybody who volunteered
their time and effort to make the 40th
Square Route Rally (SRR) a roaring success. As the rally chair for the previous
couple of years, I can only express my
profound admiration and appreciation to
the members of the rally committee and
their volunteers.
First up are Kurtis Minder and Drew
Alexander who served as rally co-chairs
and faced with my challenge of containing rally expenses due to an projected
decrease in attendance brought about
BMW RA’s decision to move their rally to
the same weekend as the SRR. By thinking outside the box and cutting unnecessary costs, they were able to provide a
SRR that was both highly entertaining
and fiscally sound. At our first planning
session, we knew we had to rein in costs,
but planners were adamant that by careful selection of vendors and services we
could both reduce expenses and hopefully surpass historic value levels of previous
rallies.
A prime example of that was in the
budget line for catering, which has been
the single largest expense in previous
years. By careful selection of high quality
food vendors and beer/wine merchants,
followed by skillful price negotiation,
Kurtis provided a BBQ banquet that had
one of our Texas-born members state,
“That ranks with some of the best BBQ
I’ve eaten — pity I could only go thru the
line three times!” The beer and wine
selections met with equally high praise,
and you would be pleased to know that
Kurtis arranged for the club to purchase
these products directly rather than going
thru the additional expense of having
West-Mar be the supplier as done previously. If you enjoyed the breakfast wraps,
box lunches, chili, pizza and watermelon,
then you have Drew to thank for arranging these victuals. We can’t forget Jose
Abiles, who maintained a steady supply of
caffeine at the coffee station and volunteered (unsolicited) to provide KP services
in the kitchen.

Many of you know that this year was
Cindy and Mike Seay’s swan song after
many years as chiefs of the Tiki Hut. As
they have done for many rallies, they were
responsible for procuring and transporting a van packed to the gunwales with
items indispensable for conducting a rally.
They also aided in recruiting volunteers
to help the Tiki Hut satisfy the libation
requests of our thirsty campers.
Henry Winokur served another year as
our registration chair. Although registration may appear to be a relatively
seamless route for official entry into our
West-Mar activities, this ease is only due
to the extensive back-office work conducted before the rally. We can be sure
that many more hours of hidden work are
involved beyond the already considerable number sitting at the registration
table. We implemented a number of
new procedures this year to expedite the
registration process and analyze data to
determine rider achievement awards. As
the club’s treasurer, Henry also ensured
all monies received went to pay our bills
and surplus went into the club’s bank account.
Kurtis, Drew and Andy Dooley surprised us all in designing a T-shirt logo
that met the very high benchmark
established by last year’s design. Moreover, they were able to find a source for
a high-quality performance fabric shirt,
and adjusted the budget such that this
collector’s edition 40th anniversary T-shirt
would be presented to the first 75 preregistrants. We knew the shirts would be
popular, and we were proved correct by
there being only a handful remaining at
the rally’s completion.
Only recently appointed to sales chair,
Mike Potter staffed the sales desk and
jumped through a series of hoops to
establish a smartphone-enabled credit
card link that could service our low signal
strength remote site. Mike recruited a
number of people to give a hand at the
sales desk. He also recruited and directed
several sets of strong shoulders to help
in the least glamorous task at the SRR,
namely the tear-down and clean-up of
West-Mar on Sunday morning as other
campers were scampering out to enjoy
their rides home.
Avner Skolnik continued in his third

year as “bike herder” in an admirable
fashion, ensuring that K 1600 GLTs didn’t
get lined up in the GS queue and face
a rude awakening when encountering a
stream crossing. Many thanks to Greg
Krammes, who stepped up to lead the GS
ride. He and members of his familial band
of GSers had the “rough duty” of spending part of Friday scouting the GS route to
ensure the delightful experience enjoyed
by participants of the ride on Saturday.
There also was a GT ride led by the club
officers (your editor, membership chair
and myself) on Saturday that celebrated
the exorcism of the Blair (Burkettsville)
Witch with scoops of gourmet ice cream
at South Mountain Creamery.
Kermit Jackson, Andy Dooley and
George van Mater recruited a batch
of friends to take time from their busy
schedules and show up on Thursday
to assist Kurtis and Drew in preparing
the site prior to official opening. A lot of
the work that you might believe to be
provided by West-Mar staff is actually
completed by your set-up volunteers. Recent changes in staffing and oversight at
West-Mar caused the facility to need quite
a bit more preparation by club volunteers
than in previous years. These fine folks
also maintained trash disposal and bathhouse upkeep over the course of the rally.
Countless unnamed attendees pitched in
and helped the rally chairs in capacities
ranging from hauling tables and chairs,
cabin/grounds cleanup and more. Your
magnanimous efforts are commendable
and anonymously noted.
Speaking of charitable acts, sometimes people practice random kindnesses
for their fellow riders, such as Yvonne
Dooley spending four hours on Friday
afternoon running a circuit to eastern
Maryland in order to pick up medical supplies direly needed by an attendee who
was physically unable to make the trip
solo.
Our past president, Maria Vandergucht
accumulated ample door prizes such that
about half of the attendees had to make
room during their load-out to carry a prize
home.
If we’ve left you off the list, please accept our sincere apologies as well as our
thanks for your work and contributions.
Y’all are great!

Between the Spokes
Joel Gladding, Membership Chair
12 Teasdale Court
Potomac Falls, VA 20165-6242
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